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“My Days”
I wake before the sun,
Slipping
from the twisted mirrors
into My Reality.
Yawning, I stir my instant coffee
to which I add too much cream,
and there is Silence
until I am shuttled to my
Learning Facility.
Here I must let my mind thaw for a while,
until it is Awake Enough to be utilized.
Class slides by, periods slide by.
The Day regains her composure,
flowing back into smooth routine
like water.
Soon I am Home.
I Linger by the kitchen table,
snacking, reading.
It is my Era of Procrastination.
But eventually Guilt gnaws through this idea
and I Begin Homework.
Dinner disembarks from the stove or oven
and we gather for Our Family Meal,
where everyone talks
and occasionally there is listening.
Then, after more Dull, Mental Labor,
I collapse gratefully
into the carriage
that transports me nightly through the mirror,
where I Dream Some More.

"Yeah, Right"
Sarcasm,
a timeless, hypocritical fad.
Sometimes there are daggers
at the bottom of the woven baskets they thrust at you.
It comes spoken mostly.
But sometimes I feel it in their smirks,
their glares.

Their eyes radiate condescendence
For now I’ll just shrug it off,
until their aim sharpens.....
Then I’ll imagine
reversing the glittering blades’ course,
midair.
I’ll imagine their glorious evanescence
as they hurl dangerously, irresistibly back to their makers.
But I’ll never usher this episode into reality.
My rules are too golden for such crimes.

“Love?”
Something foreign,
hidden.
Perplexes those without it.
They marvel at its curves.
Shudder at its edges.
Uncontainable.
It would sift through all the cracks
to tap at your shoulder.
Sometimes staying,
curling up warmly in your chest,
Other times it flees,
like heat in a bitter wind.
Blindly we seek it,
arms outstretched,
often pricking our fingers.
Where is the light to our darkness?
What is its substance,
its taste?
Love?
Are you there?

“Weakened by Words”
Language consoles me—
intricate patterns,
complex expressions.
But today I am full,
consumed by feelings that I may or may not recognize.
Yet, I am empty of words
to trap these emotions.
Why do we feel need to contain them?
I wonder.
Words…
They can strip feelings of intimacy.
I have tired of them today.
Perhaps tomorrow,

I shall return
with my mirrored cup,
so that I may savor another sip.
Poisons and treasures
are judged by the beholder alone.

